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Melbourne Tech Business Receives Global Award for Innovation  !!
Melbourne-based technology company Lexer Pty Ltd has received a global industry 
award for innovation in the area of reputation risk management.  !
Global independent analyst firm GRC 20/20 has honoured Lexer with a 2014 GRC 
Technology Innovation Award, recognising technologies that are revolutionising the 
governance, risk management and compliance industry.  Lexer is a cloud-based 
monitoring and analytics product using a technology platform designed and 
developed in Melbourne. !
Aaron Wallis, Founder of Lexer Pty Ltd, said Lexer was developed to help companies 
harness the power of social data and make informed decisions. “Companies are 
drowning in a sea of data. The conversation is becoming louder, faster and harder to 
follow. Lexer gives companies an “outside-in” view on their business, their brands 
and the issues that concern them so that ultimately, they can make well-informed 
decisions and respond in a meaningful way,” he said.  !
Using Lexer, companies can track and analyse data from social media, blogs, forums 
and news sites and combine it with their customer service information to get a “total 
world” view of their corporate reputation issues and risks.  Its proprietary geo-location 
tagging of content enables companies to unify previously separate data sets and 
create rich digital personas of their customers, suppliers, partners and employees. !
Michael Rasmussen, Chief GRC Pundit for GRC 20/20 said, “our third annual 
technology innovation awards identified companies whose products deliver 
something truly unique, game changing and revolutionary and are likely to impact the 
governance, risk and compliance space over the next year.  Lexer has demonstrated 
innovation in GRC with Lexer, its product to integrate and visualise streams of data to 
manage reputation risk across social media content.” !
The award recipients were officially announced on the GRC 20/20 industry blog 
today and can be viewed at http://www.grc2020.com/index.php/grc-pundit-blog.  !!

- ends - !!
About Lexer 
Lexer is an Australian analytics business specialising in social and behavioural data.  
The company’s proprietary technology platform, Lexer loads, enriches and visualises 
data from multiple sources to help companies manage risk and make informed, data-
driven decisions. Visit Lexer at http://www.lexer.com.au/. !
About GRC 20/20 
GRC 20/20 is the authority in understanding how organisations implement GRC 
practices that are effective, efficient and agile. Through independent research and 
industry interaction, GRC 20/20 advises the entire ecosystem of GRC roles within 
organisations, technology and knowledge solution providers, and professional 
service firms. Organisations engage GRC 20/20 when they need insight, guidance 
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and advice in dealing with a dizzying array of disruptive issues, challenges, 
processes, information and technologies while trying to maintain control of a 
distributed and dynamic business environment. Visit GRC 20/20 at http://
www.grc2020.com/ and follow on Twitter at @GRCPundit. !!
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